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In Theorem 1 we classify all finite-dimensional indecomposable representations of 
the infinite dihedral group over an arbitrary field k of char k # 2. Of course, that 
result is equivalent to the problem of finding a “normal form” for a pair of 
involutions in CL,(k). In Theorem 2 we find necessary and sutlicient conditions for 
a pair of conjugate involutions in GL,(k) to be conjugate via an involution, where k 
is assumed to be algebraically closed and char k # 2. ( 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let D, = (a, b: b* = (ab)* = 1) be the infinite dihedral group. We are 
interested in classifying all finite-dimensional indecomposable represen- 
tations of D, over an arbitrary field k. Note that in terms of the generators 
b and c = ah we have D, = (b, c: b* = L,* = 1). Thus a representation of 
D, is given by specifying two involutory matrices B and C in GL,(k) 
where b + B and c + C. Representations of D, given by pairs (B, C) and 
(B,, C,) are equivalent iff these two pairs are similar in the sense that there 
exists SEGL,(~) such that B, =SBS-’ and C, =SCS’. Hence our 
problem is equivalent to the problem of finding normal form for a pair of 
involutory matrices under simultaneous similarity transformation (B, C) + 
(SBS-‘, SC-‘). 
It turns out that the presentation of D, in terms of generators a and b is 
more convenient. It is clear that a representation of D, is also given by 
specifying two matrices A and B in GL,(k) such that B* = 1 and 
BAB = A -‘. Thus in order to construct a representation of D, we may 
proceed as follows: first we choose a matrix A which is similar to A-’ and 
then we choose an involution B such that BAB= A- ‘. It is known [2, 61 
that given A which is similar to A-’ there always exists an involution B 
such that BAB= A-‘. 
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In order to classify the indecomposable representations of D, we decom- 
pose the vector space V= k” into primary components with respect to the 
operator A. It is easy to see that if V is indecomposable then P’ will consist 
of one or two primary components. The case of two primary components is 
easily disposed of and in order to treat the primary case we need a simple 
generalization of Hilbert’s Theorem 90 to some local algebras. For the list 
of indecomposable representation of D, when char k # 2 see Theorem 1. 
Now let X and Y be two involutions in GL,(k). We assume again that 
char k # 2. Furthermore assume that the involutions X and Y are conjugate 
in CL,(k). Then we ask the question whether there exists an involution Z 
such that X= ZYZ. In general the answer is negative. Some necessary con- 
ditions are easy to find. For that purpose let V(X, E), E = f 1, be the 
eigenspace of X for eigenvalue E and define similarly I’( Y, E), E = f 1. If 
Y= ZXZ and Z2 = 1 then ZV’(X, E) = V( Y, e) for E = +l and consequently 
Z(V(X, l)nV(Y, -l))= V(X, -l)n V(Y, 1). 
In particular the subspaces V(X, 1) n V( Y, - 1) and V(X, - 1) n V( Y, 1) 
must have the same dimension. It turns out that this necessary condition is 
not sufficient. In order to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of such Z we make further restriction that k be algebraically 
closed. The precise conditions are given in Theorem 2 in terms of the 
notion of a neutral involution. An involution X is called neutral if it is 
similar to -X. Theorem 1 is used in essential way in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Notation. k is a field, char k # 2. 
D, = (a, h: h2 = (~6)~ = 1) is the infinite dihedral group. 
k[t] is the polynomial algebra in one indeterminate t. 
CL,(k) is the general linear group of degree n over k. 
Iff=t”+r,t” ‘+ ... + (x,, E k[t] then the companion matrix off is i 0 1 0 l’.. -a - f n-l m,, 0 1 
-aI 1 . 
If f E k[ t] is a manic polynomial of degree n as above and cx, =f‘(O) # 0 
then we define another manic polynomial ,T by 
&)=cY,‘t’f(l/t). 
If p E k[t] is a manic irreducible polynomial and p(t) # t then fi is also a 
manic irreducible polynomial of the same degree. 
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i I7 D= 1 .’ 
whose size will be clear from the context. 
The identity matrix or the identity element of an algebra will be denoted 
by 1. 
If W is an invariant subspace of a linear operator A then A ) W will 
denote the restriction of A to W. 
If V* is the dual of a vector space V then we write f I u or u I f for 
u E V and f~ V* if f(u) = 0. Similar notation will be used for subspaces of 
V and V*. 
1 indicates the end of a proof. 
1. INDECOMPOSABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF D, 
As the refree has pointed out the following two lemmas are contained in 
[S, Lemma 23. For the convenience of the reader our short proofs of these 
lemmas are given below. They will be used in the proof of our main result. 
LEMMA 1. Let PE k[t] be a manic irreducible polynomial such that 
deg p 2 2 and jj = p. Then the algebra G? = k[ t]/( p”) has an involution 8 
which sends the canonical image of t in & to its inverse. If a ES? satisfies 
a’ %(a) = 1 then there exists an invertible element b E & such that 
a=b.e(b)-‘. 
Proof Let x E d be the canonical image of t in &. Since p(x)” = 0, it 
follows that x is invertible. Let 4: k[t] + JZZ’ be the algebra morphism such 
that 4(t) =x-I. Since jj = p, we have p” E ker 8 and consequently 4 induces 
an automorphism 8 of &. It is clear that 0*= 1. 
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d is a local commutative algebra with maximal ideal m = p(x)& and its 
residue field d/m z k[t]/( p). Since deg p >, 2, the automorphism of d/m 
induced by 6 is non-trivial. By applying Artin’s theorem on linear indepen- 
dence of characters [4, p. 2091 to the field s/m and the automorphism 
induced by 0 we infer that there exists YE d such that the element 
b = y + a& y) is not in m. Hence b is a unit in d and 
implies that a = b&b)-‘. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let d be the local algebra k[t]/(t - E)~, E = + 1, and let m be 
its maximal ideal. Let 6 be the involution of d which is given by e(x) = x- ‘, 
where x denotes the image oft under the canonical map k[t] + d. If a E& 
satisfies a = 1 mod m and a ’ O(a) = 1 then there exists b E d such that 
b=lmodmanda=bt9(b)~‘. 
Proof: It suffices to show that if a = 1 mod mr where 1 d r < n then 
there exists c = 1 mod m such that UC~(C))’ = 1 mod ntr+ ‘. If in fact 
a E 1 mod ntr+ ’ we may take c = 1. Otherwise we have 
a- 1 +ccy’ mod mr+ ’ 
where y = x - E and CI is a unit. Since 
8(y)=B(x-&)=X-‘-&=(&f y)-1-E 
=&((l +&y))- l)= -y+&yZ- ..’ 
we have e(a) F 1 + ( - 1)‘cly’ mod mr+ ‘. The condition a. 0(a) = 1 and the 
fact that c( is a unit imply that r is odd. 
Now it is easy to check that c = 1 - tcly’ satisfies our requirement. 1 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The indecomposable finite-dimensional representations of 
D, over a field k, char k # 2, are, up to equivalence, the following: 
where A is the companion matrix of p” and p is a manic irreducible 
polynomial with ji # p; 
(ii) a -+ A, b+S 
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where A is the companion matrix of p” and p is a manic irreducible 
polynomial with deg p > 2 and ji = p (for definition of S see our notations); 
(iii) a + A, b-rE,S 
where A is the companion matrix of (t + Ez)~, E, = + 1, and Ed = + 1. (The 
four possible choices for E, , Ed give for non-equivalent indecomposable 
representations of D, .) 
Proof Let V be a finite-dimensional indecomposable module of D, 
over k. Let 
V=@ VP 
be the primary decomposition of V with respect to aE D,. Since 
bab = a- ‘, we have b VP = VP and so V, + Vij is a direct summand of V. 
Since V is indecomposable we have one of the following two possibilities: 
v= VP@ vfi, d# PY (1) 
or 
v= If,, p= p. (2) 
We consider first the case (1). Write 
v,= v, @ “. @ v,, 
where Vi’s are indecomposable (a)-modules. Then 
Vij=bV,@ ... @bV,, 
and each Vi@ bV, is a direct summand of V considered as a D,-module. 
Consequently s = 1, i.e., V, is indecomposable as an (a)-module. 
Choose a basis v,,..., vr of V, such that the matrix of a 1 V,, with respect 
to this basis is the companion matrix A of a power p” of p. Then A is also 
the matrix of bab 1 Vb = a--’ 1 V, with respect to the basis bv, ,..., bv,. Hence 
the matrix of a / VP with respect to this basis is A- ‘. Consequently, with 
respect to the basis v1 ,..., v,, bv, ,..., bv, of V the generators a and b of D, 
are represented by the matrices specified in case (i) of the theorem. 
We now consider the case (2). We shall view V as a k[t]-module where t 
acts as a ED,. The annihilator of V in k[t] is the ideal generated by some 
power p” of p. The subspace 
w= {VE v: p”+I=O} 
is a D,-submodule and W # V. Since char k # 2 and b* = 1, b is semisimple 
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and so there exists v E V\ W such that bv = fv. Since v $ W, k[t]v is an 
indecomposable k[t]-module with annihilator (p”). Let V* be the dual 
vector space of V considered as a D, -module and a k[t]-module. Since 
d = p, the annihilator of V* in k[t] is (p”). Let 
w* = (fG v*: p”- ‘f= O}. 
Note that dim W* = dim W and that b W* = W*. Since char k # 2 and 
b2 = 1, there exists a subspace U* such that 
v*= w*ou* and bU* = U*. 
Choose a basis fi ,..., f, of U* such that bf; = ui for all i. It is easy to see 
that p”- lv I W* and consequently 3 i such that fi( p”-‘u) # 0. We may 
assume that i = 1. The k[t]-submodule k[t]f, of V* is indecomposable 
and has annihilator (p”). Now we have 
v=kCtlo@ Wflfi)’ 
where (k[t]fi)’ is the annihilator of k[t]fi in V. 
Since bv = E, v and bab = uPI, it follows that k[t]v is a D,-submodule of 
V. Similarly k[t]fi and (k[t]fi)’ are also D,-submodules. The indecom- 
posability of V now implies that V = k[t]u. 
Choose a basis v1 ,..., u, of V such that the matrix of a with respect to this 
basis is the companion matrix A of p”. Denote by B the matrix of b with 
respect to this basis. Then we have BAB = A-’ and SAS= A-‘, where S is 
the matrix defined in the section on notations. Hence the matrix T= SB 
commutes with A and consequently T= f(A) for some fE k[t], see [3, 
Theorem 3.16, Corollary, pp. 20&201]. Thus B= S’(A). 
Let d be the algebra RCA]; it is isomorphic to k[t]/(p”) via the 
isomorphism induced by the morphism k[t] + d sending t --f A. Since 
p = p, there is an automorphism 0 of d sending A to A ~ ‘. In fact since 
SAS=A-’ we have 
Sg(A)S= g(A -‘I = @g(A)), VgEkCtl 
Since B2 = 1, we have 
l=B*=S’(A)~S’(A)=f(A)~d(f(A)). (3) 
Assume that deg p 2 2. Then by Lemma 1 there exists g E k[ t] such that 
f(A)=g(A).&g(A))-‘. Now 
g(A) &(A)-‘= g(A) WA) g(A)-’ 
= S’(A) 6( g(A)) g(A)-’ = S. 
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With respect to the basis g * vi ,..., g. u, of V the matrices of a and b are 
those given in case (ii) of the theorem. 
Finally, assume degp=l. Since jT=p, we have p(t)=t--E,, al= +l. 
Let m be the maximal ideal of &, i.e., m = (A - E~)-QZ. In this case the 
involution 8 of d induces the trivial automorphism on the residue field 
d/m. Hence Eq. (3) implies that f(A)=sz mod m where sa = fl. By 
Lemma 2 there exists g E k[t] such that g(A) = 1 mod m and 
Now we have 
d-4) 4T(A)r’= &T(A) Sf(A) g(A)-’ 
= Sf(A) e( g(A)) g(A)-’ = &*S. 
It follows that the matrices of a and b with respect to the basis 
g. u1 ,..., g. u, of V are those given in case (iii) of the theorem. 
It is easy to check that the representations listed in our theorem are 
indeed indecomposable and pairwise non-equivalent. 1 
Remark 1. If the field k is algebraically closed then case (ii) does not 
occur since deg p > 2 is impossible. In the case (i) we may then require A 
to be a Jordan block rather than a companion matrix. 
Remark 2. If char k = 0 then in case (iii) of the theorem we may assume 
that the indecomposable representation of D, is given by 
a + Ed eN, b+E,D 
where N and D are the matrices defined in our list of notations. Indeed 
since DND = -N we have DeND = ePN. 
2. A PROBLEM ON CONJUGATE INVOLUTIONS 
Each matrix A E GL,(k) will be viewed as a linear operator in V= k”. We 
say that an involution XE GL,(k) is neutral if it is similar to -X (recall 
that char k # 2). Of course neutral involutions exist if and only if n is even. 
We state first two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let X, A E GL,(k), X2 = 1, and XAX= A- ‘. Then each of the 
subspaces 
Vm=ker(A+ l)nIm(A+ l)“, m 20, 
is X-invariant. 
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Proof Let u E V,,,. Then 
(A+ l)Xu=X(A-‘+ l)o=O, 
i.e., Xv E ker(A + 1). We have u = (A + l)mx for some x E V and so Xv = 
X(A+l)“u=(A~l+l)“Xx~Im(A+l)“. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let m be the maximal ideal of the local algebra ~4 = 
k[ t]/( t - 1)“. Zfa E d satisfies a = 1 mod m then there exists b E d such that 
b=lmodmanda=b*. 
Proof Let f(X) = X2 - a E &![X] where X is an indeterminate. Since 
char k # 2, the element f ‘( 1) = 2 is a unit in &. Hence the assertion of the 
lemma follows from [ 1, Corollary 1, pp. 22332241. 1 
The main result of this section is the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let X and Y be conjugate involutions in GL,(k), k 
algebraically closed field, char k # 2, and let A = XY. Then there exists an 
inuolution Z such that X= ZYZ tf and only iffor every m > 0 the restriction 
of Xto 
V,=ker(A+l)nIm(A+ 1)” 
is a neutral involution. (This condition implies that each elementary divisor 
(t + 1)” of A has even multiplicity.) 
Proof Necessity. Each of the involutions X, Y, Z inverts A = XY = 
(ZY)2 and consequently each V, is invariant under X, Y, and Z by 
Lemma 3. Let X,, Y,, Z, be the restrictions of X, Y, Z to V,. Since 
X, Y, = -1 and X,,, = Z, Y, Z,, it follows that X, (and Y,,,) is a neutral 
involution. 
Sufficiency. The matrices A and X provide a representation of D, such 
that a + A and b + X. We can write V as a direct sum of indecomposable 
D,-modules. Let W be one of these indecomposable modules. Assume first 
that W is an indecomposable module of the first type mentioned in 
Theorem 1. Then the restriction of A and X to W have matrices of the form 
and 
respectively. Choose a matrix C such that B= C2. The restriction of 
Y = XA to W has matrix 
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and we have an involution, namely, 
0 c-’ 
( 1 c 0 
such that 
(i S’)(Y b>(E cJ=(il BJ 
Since k is algebraically closed the second type of indecomposable 
modules in Theorem 1 does not occcur. 
Assume now that W is of the third type. We distinguish here two cases. 
Case 1. The eigenvalue of A 1 W is 1. For simplicity we shall write A 
instead of A 1 W and similarly for X and Y. The subalgebra d = k[A ] of 
End W generated by A is isomorphic to k[t]/(t - 1)” where d= dim W 
under the isomorphism which sends A to the coset of t. Since 
XAX= A ~ ’ E k[A], conjugation by X induces an involution 13 of d. Since 
AO(A ) = A . A ~ ’ = 1, Lemma 2 implies that A = B0( B) -- ’ where 
B= g(A) E&‘, gE k[t]. By replacing g with g/g(l), if necessary, we may 
assume that g( 1) = 1. By Lemma 4 there exists h E k[t] such that 
h2= g mod( t - 1 )d. 
If Z= Xh(A) Q(h(A))-’ then 
ZXZ=Xh(A)28(h(A))p2 
= %(A ) et g(A 1) -~ ’
=XBB(B)-‘=X4= Y, 
and 
Z2 =Xh(A) @h(A))-‘Xh(A) @h(A))-’ = 1. 
Case 2. The eigenvalue of A 1 W is - 1. Since the restriction of X to 
each V, is a neutral involution, it follows that the indecomposable sum- 
mands of the &-module V of this type occur in pairs (W, W’) where 
dim W= dim IV’ and if u resp. u’ is the eigenvector of A in W resp. IV’ then, 
say, Xv = v and Xv’ = -VI. 
We can choose a basis of W and a basis of IV’ such that X I W+ IV’ and 
Y I W + IV’ have matrices of the form 
and 
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Now b + B, c + C is an indecomposable representation of D, which 
belongs to the Case 1 considered above. Hence there exists an involution T 
such that TBT-’ = -C. It follows that 
(“T a(: --os)=(; -“C)‘(: i)’ 
Since (“, ,‘) is an involution this completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remark 3. The condition that k be algebraically closed is essential. For 
instance, if k = R then the matrices 
and 
where CI # 0, f 1 are conjugate in GL,( OX) and the matrix 
A=Xy= O1 
--I 0 
( ) 0 Lx 
has no eigenvalue - 1. It is easy to check that there is no involution in 
G&(R) which conjugates X to Y. 
Remark 4. The condition of Theorem 2 can be expressed in terms of the 
representation b -+ X, c -P Y of D, in k”. Indeed, it says that each indecom- 
posable summand of type (iii) (see Theorem 1) with s2 = 1 has even mul- 
tiplicity. 
Note added in proqf: Theorem I was proved earlier by S. D. Berman and K. BuzaSi, Publ. 
Mufh. Debrecen 28 (1981), 173-187, where more generally they describe all finitely generated 
D,-modules over a field K of characteristic different from 2. (In a couple of subsequent papers 
in the same journal they study the representations of a group G which has an infinite cyclic 
subgroup of finite index.) The finite-dimensional representations of D, over a field K of 
characteristic 2 were described earlier by V. M. Bondarenko, Mat. Sb. 25 (1975), 58-68 and 
C. M. Ringel, Math. Ann. 214 (1975), 19-34, independently. 
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